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Abstract

Background. Clinicians who recognize functional neurological disorders (FND) may not share
that diagnosis with patients. Poor communication delays treatment and contributes to sub-
stantial disability in FND. Diagnostic (ICD-10) coding, one form of medical communication,
offers an insight into clinicians’ face-to-face communication. Therefore, quantifying the phe-
nomenon of noncoding, and identifying beliefs and practice habits that reduce coding, may
suggest routes to improve medical communication in FND.
Methods.We reviewed all pediatric neurology consultations in our hospital from 2017 to 2020,
selecting those in which neurologists explicitly stated an FND-related diagnosis (N = 57). We
identified the neurological symptoms and ICD-10 codes assigned for each consultation. In
parallel, we reviewed all encounters that utilized FND-related codes to determine whether
insurers paid for this care. Finally, we assessed beliefs and practices that influence FND-related
coding through a nationwide survey of pediatric neurologists (N = 460).
Results. After diagnosing FND, neurologists selected FND-related ICD-10 codes in only 22.8%
of consultations. 96.2% of neurologists estimated that they would code for non-epileptic seizure
when substantiated by electroencephalography; in practice, they coded for 36.7% of such
consultations. For other FND manifestations, neurologists coded in only 13.3% of cases. When
presented with FND and non-FND scenarios with equal levels of information, neurologists
coded for FND 41% less often. The strongest predictor of noncoding was the outdated belief that
FND is a diagnosis of exclusion. Coding for FND never resulted in insurance nonpayment.
Conclusion.Noncoding for FND is common. Most factors that amplify noncoding also hinder
face-to-face communication. Research based on ICD-10 coding (eg, prevalence and cost) may
underestimate the impact of FND by >fourfold.

Introduction

Functional neurological disorder (FND) is among the most common diagnoses encountered in
outpatient neurology practices, accounting for approximately 16% of neurology outpatient
visits.1 FND is costly: in an economic evaluation of more than 40 000 emergency department
visits and 20 000 admissions annually (2008-2017, limited to the United States), FND-related
charges were estimated to exceed $1.2 billion per year.2 This expense was similar to expenditures
for neurologic conditions, such as anterior horn cell disease and demyelinating disorders,
conditions that are fatal and/or highly disabling. The prognosis of FND in children is generally
good. However, in adults and children with delayed diagnosis the prognosis of FND is poor, with
low remission rates at follow-up,3 and rates of job loss and social dependency in FND are high:
patients receive more disability-related support than patients with other conditions.4 In contrast
to the large clinical and economic impact of FND, relatively little attention has been devoted to
systematically improving the diagnosis and treatments of patients with FND.

Effectively communicating the FND diagnosis is a fundamental part of caring for patients
with functional symptoms.5,6 Although the importance of clear communication in FNDhas been
recognized for decades7,8 healthcare providers (HCPs) find it challenging to communicate the
FNDdiagnosis.9,10 HCPs cited concerns that theymight offend patients, ormake verbal missteps
that would complicate management, as primary reasons for limiting their discussion with FND
patients.11 This fear of using terms that may offend is an understandable concern: when
neurology patients reviewed a scenario describing medically unexplained weakness, and were
then asked their opinions of seven diagnostic terms that have been applied to FND, each of the
terms was offensive to some patients.12 The use of structured education tools (flyers; group
discussions) can significantly increase the understanding of FND and improve patient’s
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perceptions of the clinical encounter,13,14 but such practices are not
commonly implemented. The FND diagnosis can carry substantial
stigma,15,16 potentially reducing the likelihood that providers will
convey an FND diagnosis using the same clinical skills utilized for
patients with less-stigmatized conditions. To this point, when
HCPs reviewed clinical scenarios of patients with FND and then
made diagnostic decisions, many reported that they would not
record the FND diagnosis to avoid social and economic conse-
quences for the patient.10 Although the importance of communi-
cation in FND is well established, and a range of communication
strategies helpful in FND17 are available to HCPs, a more funda-
mental barrier to caring for FND patients may be at work; HCPs
who recognize FND but do not communicate the diagnosis to
patients at all. For example, we often receive referral notes stating
that the patient had “non-epileptic seizures” or “functional gait,”
but the referring clinician never informed the child or family of this
diagnosis. We set out to assess the frequency of this noncommu-
nication and identify the reasons why HCPs may communicate an
FND diagnosis differently than they would with other disorders.

Observational studies of communication between HCPs and
patients with FNDdemonstrated that HCPs speak differently when
conveying an FND diagnosis;18,19 physicians and psychologists
employ different rhetorical strategies, display higher levels of
defensiveness, and are more likely to justify the diagnosis based
on outside factors rather than on their own expertise. These lin-
guistic assessments begin to reveal why an HCP might recognize
FND but not share the diagnosis: talking about FND is more
difficult than most other types of clinical encounter.

However, such studies have not identified why clinicians find
these FND-related conversations to be more difficult, or how often
this difficulty leads to noncommunication of an FND diagnosis. It
is possible that observation alone may alter the nature of the FND
conversation, as HCPs and patients knew their conversations were
recorded for research. Ideally, studies of clinical dialogue in FND
would include unobtrusive observation of HCP communication in
a manner that would not alter the nature of the conversation and
could reveal factors that influence communication style. To the best
of our knowledge, such a dataset does not exist for FND; collecting
such data would be difficult.

We instead opted to study a formofmedical communication that
was readily available, objective, quantifiable, and standardized across
all U.S. practice sites: the diagnostic codes selected by HCPs for
clinical billing and documentation. International Statistical Classifi-
cation ofDiseases and RelatedHealth Problems, 10th revision (ICD-
10) codes allow HCPs to describe their perception of a patient’s
disease and/or symptoms using a common framework. The study of
coding is not a replication of what might be learned from direct
observation, but allows multiple advantages for assessing HCPs’
beliefs and behaviors regarding FND: the application of codes is
binary, not subject to nuance or varying terminology; comparison of
code choices between disorders (FND vs non-FND) can quantify
differences in real-world HCP behavior; coding decisions are made
in real-time but can be assessed retrospectively without the con-
founds of recall bias; and coding involves only an HCP and their
charge entry system, removing the potential for difficult interper-
sonal interactions to reduce communication of an FND diagnosis.
Insights intoHCPs’ beliefs about FND, and the ways that HCPs treat
FND differently than other disorders, may help to understand the
face-to-face interaction between HCPs and patients with FND.

In this study, we sought to understand how neurologists com-
municate the diagnosis of FND. To be clear, this is a study of
physician behavior, not a study of children or adults with FND.

We paired survey and chart review methods to quantify noncom-
munication—when anHCPdiagnoses FNDbut does not code for it
—and to identify factors that lead neurologists to code for FND
differently than other disorders commonly encountered in clinical
practice. We explored factors such as prior negative experiences,
expectation of negative consequences for HCP or patient, methods
of establishing the FND diagnosis, concern for nonpayment for
care, and demographic features of the HCP, to understand why
HCPs might code differently for FND. The magnitude of under-
coding we identified may necessitate a reassessment of prior
research in FND, as studies that utilized ICD-10 codes as an entry
point likely underestimated the true clinical range and impact of
FND. The reasons HCPs do not code for or communicate the FND
diagnosis suggests that practical reforms to medical education
could boost patient engagement and satisfaction and improve
outcomes for patients with functional symptoms.

Methods

This study combined chart review and survey data collection,
allowing us to compare actual to predicted performance when
assigning diagnostic codes for FND-related consultations. Data
from our own pediatric neurology faculty included both chart
review and survey elements; our large, geographically diverse sam-
ple of pediatric neurologists included only survey data. A separate
retrospective analysis of reimbursement for all FND-related
encounters in our health system included both neurologists and
non-neurologists. All research was conducted in accordance with
the principles in the Declaration of Helsinki and with oversight and
approval by the UT Southwestern Institutional Review Board.

Retrospective review of FND-related consultations

Case identification
We aimed to identify all consultations performed by pediatric neu-
rologists atChildren’sMedical Center ofDallas from January 2017 to
January 2020, and then to identify patients for whom the supervising
pediatric neurologist (the attending physician) stated that the
patient’s symptoms were consistent with FND. Starting with all
encounters in which our neurology faculty assigned billing codes
for inpatient consultations (99251-99255), we limited the encounters
to patients between 5 and 18 years of age. Although FND can occur
in children younger than 5 years,20 such cases are relatively rare. We
eliminated patients older than 18 to focus on pediatric patients. This
yielded 1420 independent consultations (ie, none were repeat assess-
ments of the same patient during the same hospitalization).
Although some patients initially presented through the Emergency
Room, all were admitted for an inpatient hospitalization. Neurology
is a consultation service in our hospital with the exception of patients
admitted to our EpilepsyMonitoring Unit (EMU). Six patients were
admitted to the EMU at the time their FND was diagnosed, and the
remaining 51 patients were admitted to other primary services. We
then searched each consultation note for predetermined keywords
we frequently encounter in FND-related clinical notes (functional,
psychogenic, nonorganic, somatization, conversion, astasia abasia,
Hoover’s sign, dissociative, somatoform, and non-epileptic) to iden-
tify visits for closer scrutiny, yielding 109 consultations. Finally, we
reviewed each consultation for a declarative statement by the super-
vising physician that the patient’s symptoms were consistent with
FND.We excluded consultations inwhich a trainee’s FNDdiagnosis
was not echoed by the supervising neurologist, an FND diagnosis
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was described in provisional terms (eg, “this may be FND”) or was
mentioned only to exclude it, and cases in which a non-FND
diagnosis was proposed as the primary diagnosis with FND explain-
ing a minor portion of the patient’s symptoms. This yielded 57 in-
hospital visits in which neurologists unambiguously diagnosed FND
in the text of their consultation note.

Retrospective data collection
From each of the 57 consultations in which a supervising physician
diagnosed FND, we categorized the phenomenology of the FND-
related symptom (functional seizures, movements, gait, or sensory
symptoms) and identified all ICD-10 diagnostic codes that the
neurologist assigned to that consultation (ranging from 1 to 6 diag-
nostic codes). Note that ICD-10 codes are assigned separately for
each day’s clinical encounter; we extracted ICD-10 codes only for
the day of consultation (day 1), and only in cases when the
neurologist stated the FND-related diagnosis in that day’s note.
For patients diagnosed with functional (non-epileptic) seizures, we
determined whether an electroencephalography (EEG) was per-
formed as part of that consultation (same day or preceding the
encounter) and if the EEG captured the event in question.

Assessment of reimbursement
To assess the likelihood of reimbursement for FND-related diag-
nosis codes across specialties, we reviewed all encounters for eval-
uation and management from all members of the Department of
Pediatrics (including pediatric neurologists, general pediatricians,
and all other pediatric subspecialties) performed from January
2017 to January 2020 in which the provider selected ICD-10 codes
F44.0 to F44.9. This search included both inpatient and outpatient
claims, and both new- and established-patient visits. Among these
encounters we then assessed whether insurers paid the claim and if
not, the reasons for nonpayment. In both our clinical practices and
in our survey responses, many HCPs expressed a concern that
FND-related encounters would only be reimbursed if the provider
was in a mental health field; these codes were perceived by some to
be “psychiatry codes,” not available for use by HCPs in other
specialties. We aimed to assess the validity of these concerns.

National survey of neurologists

Survey design

We developed a survey to address the following question: When a
neurologist’s clinical judgement supported the diagnosis of FND,
what factors influenced whether the neurologist applied FND-
related diagnostic codes to that encounter? Our survey included
11 questions (Supplementary Figure S1): six clinical scenarios, two
demographic questions, two questions regarding HCP beliefs and
experiences, and a request for HCPs to rate factors that might
influence their opinions about FND. Two free text elements were
provided: if HCPs indicated that they had experienced negative
consequences resulting from an FND-related interaction, we asked
that they describe the experience and when asked to rate factors
that influenced their FND-related diagnostic decisions, HCPs
could add factors beyond the choices we supplied.

Population surveyed

We wished to reach the broadest possible sample of pediatric
neurologists practicing in the United States. However, we could
not identify an extant, comprehensive list of such physicians. We

therefore set a goal of identifying the name, practice site, and email
address of every practicing pediatric neurologist in the United
States. We began with the membership directories of the Child
Neurology Society and the Child Neurology section of the Amer-
ican Academy of Neurology, which reported names and cities of
residence. For each listed individual, we performed internet
searches to identify other physicians in the same practice or insti-
tution. To find individuals outside of the clusters we had already
identified, especially small-group and solo practitioners, we que-
ried the medical networking website Doximity. Pediatric neurolo-
gists are a small population, making statewide searches for missing
physicians a practical option. After identifying our cohort of phy-
sicians, we verified that each physician had an active medical
license using public search tools provided by each state’s medical
board. For physicians who practiced in multiple states, we reached
out to both locations to determine the predominant practice site for
that individual. Our cohort of U.S.-based pediatric neurologists
included 2525 individuals. Notably, this cohort of verified pediatric
neurologists is 80% larger than the number of active members of
the Child Neurology Society, underscoring that our survey cohort
is broadly representative.

We identified viable email addresses for this cohort through
several means. Peer-reviewed publications provided email
addresses for many subjects, and the institutional convention for
those emails (eg, first.last@university.edu) allowed us to derive
email addresses for many of their colleagues. For individuals whose
email was not discoverable through those means, we emailed their
colleagues or phoned their listed practice site and requested per-
mission to contact the physician. With a provisional list of email
addresses for most subjects, we sent a brief email notification
describing our search; delivered messages confirmed that email
addresses were active, while returned messages led us to continue
searching for an operational address. We identified 2517 active
email addresses of pediatric neurologists (99.7% of our target
cohort) representing every U.S. state and Puerto Rico.

Data collection

We distributed survey invitations and collected response data
through the REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) elec-
tronic data capture tools hosted at UT Southwestern.21 REDCap
is a secure, web-based suite of software tools designed to support
data capture for research studies, providing (a) an intuitive inter-
face for reliable data capture; (b) audit trails for tracking data
manipulation and extraction procedures; and (c) automated export
procedures for seamless data transfer to common statistical pack-
ages.We excluded data from 65 respondents who started the survey
but did not answer all questions.

Statistical assessment

All statistical tests were performed using Stata (StataCorp, 2013,
Stata Statistical Software: Release 13. College Station, TX). For tests
of simultaneous, independent outcomes (binary choice in two
clinical scenarios), both our dependent and explanatory variables
were categorical, and our explanatory variables could not be
assumed to be independent (ie, years of practice and practice type
may covary). Therefore, for these comparisons we utilized multi-
variate logistic regression. For comparisons between categories of
disorder (mean responses for the group of organic disorders vs the
group of functional disorders), our dependent variables were
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continuous and all independent variables were categorical. There-
fore, for these tests we utilized ANOVA. In total, we performed six
statistical comparisons and therefore corrected for our significance
thresholdutilizing theBonferronimethod(padjusted= .05/6= .0083).

Data availability

Survey results and summary data from our review of clinical
encounters are available upon request. The original records from
clinical encounters include protected health information and are
not available for distribution.

Results

Review of FND-related consultations

We identified all new inpatient consultations in children older than
5 years at Children’sMedical Center of Dallas from January 1, 2017
to January 31, 2020, which yielded 1420 distinct encounters. We
screened these consultations by searching for predetermined key-
words, followed by manual evaluation of all candidate encounters.
We thereby identified 109 consultations in which the supervising
physician mentioned a suspicion for an FND-related disorder. Of
these, the supervising physician stated a clear, affirmative diagnosis

of an FND-related disorder in 57 cases (Figure 1). Note that these
57 (4.0% of all consultations) are an undercount of all FND cases
since we did not include patients diagnosed without the involve-
ment of the neurology service, cases that evolved to an FND
diagnosis later in the hospitalization, or cases in which the super-
vising physician expressed that FND was a likely, but not certain,
diagnosis. We identified all diagnostic codes assigned by the super-
vising physician for each of those 57 consultations. Neurologists
could choose more than one ICD-10 code to describe the encoun-
ter; we included all utilized ICD-10 codes.

The average age of these 57 patients was 14 years, 3months. This
cohort included 41 females and 16 males. The sex ratio for adoles-
cent patients (43 subjects, F:M, 2.6) did not differ from the sex ratio
for patients 12 years and younger (14 subjects, F:M, 2.5). Most
patients presented with a single FNDmanifestation (49/57), while a
minority of subjects had more than one FND subtype (8/57).
Therefore, the total number of FND manifestations exceeded the
number of patients, which included 42 cases of NES; 11 with
functional gait disorder; 6 with functional sensory loss or change;
3 with functional weakness; two with functional vision loss; 1 with
functional tremor; and 1 with functional amnesia.

Neurologists who stated an FND-related diagnosis in their con-
sultation note utilized FND-related diagnostic codes only 22.8% of
the time (13/57 consultations). Non-epileptic seizure was the most
likely FNDmanifestation to garner an affirmative diagnosis, at 42/57
consultations, and thus was also the most frequently coded FND
manifestation (11/57 consultations).Of consultations that utilized an
FND-related diagnosis code, the threemost commonlyutilized codes
were F44.5 (conversion disorder with seizures or convulsions, present
in 61.5%), F44.9 (dissociative and conversion disorder, unspecified,
38.5%), and R56.9 (unspecified convulsions, 30.8%). When neurolo-
gists diagnosed FND but did not code for it, they instead selected
codes that were less specific: six non-FND codes were utilized at least
three times across the cohort and each of these codes included the
terms “unspecified” or “other.” The three most commonly utilized
codes were R56.9 (unspecified convulsions, 36.3%), R41.82 (altered
mental status, unspecified, 11.4%), and G40.909 (epilepsy, unspeci-
fied, not intractable, without status epilepticus, 9.0%). Each of the
physicians who utilized FND-related diagnosis codes also wrote
other consultations that diagnosed FND but did not code for it.

Insurance payment for FND-related encounters

From 2017 to 2020, HCPs in our health system utilized FND-
related ICD-10 codes 141 times. While we searched for all ICD-
10 codes in the F44 family, only F44.4, F44.5, F44.7, and F44.9 were
utilized. These visits were paid outright 94% of the time (132/141
encounters). Of the nine encounters that were not paid, all were for
administrative issues: past timely filing deadlines, missing claim
forms, duplication of services, lack of prior authorization, or lack of
provider enrollment with the insurance carrier. No HCP, of any
specialty, for any type of evaluation and management service, was
denied payment for services based on coding for FND.

Survey of USA-based neurologists

We collected survey data fromOctober 5 to 31, 2020, with 483 com-
pleted responses (19% response rate, Figure 1). Although we
attempted to invite only pediatric neurologists in independent
practice, 14 respondents noted that they were still in training. Nine
respondents noted that they do not make billing decisions, either
because in their hospital system, HCPs did not choose diagnostic

Figure 1. Our methods for data acquisition, combining retrospective and survey
methods. We assessed the behavior, beliefs, prior experiences, and attitudes of
Neurologists regarding patients with functional neurological disorder (FND) through
paired assessments. We reviewed all inpatient consultations for a 3-year period to
identify cases in which the supervising physician made a diagnosis of FND, and then
assessed whether they assigned FND-related diagnostic codes (ICD-10) for that
encounter. We conducted a survey of U.S.-based Pediatric Neurologists, including
those physicians whose consultations we reviewed, to identify factors that influence
a Neurologist’s decision about whether to utilize FND-related diagnostic codes. Finally,
we compared physicians’ real-world diagnostic coding decisions with their stated
beliefs regarding FND.
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codes, or they had accepted administrative roles and no longer saw
patients. We removed these 23 responses. Of the remaining
460 respondents, 24.3% were general neurologists in academic
practice, 54.3% were subspecialty neurologists in academic prac-
tice, 12.8% were general neurologists in private practice, and 8.5%
were subspecialty neurologists in private practice. Physicians prac-
ticing for 0 to 3 years made up 17.6% of our cohort; 4 to 10 years,
29.3%; 11 to 25 years, 30.0%; and those in practice for >25 years
made up 23.0% of our cohort. More than a third (39.1%) of
responding neurologists reported that they had faced a personal
negative consequence after making a diagnosis of FND, and many
of these respondents detailed their negative experiences in free-text
responses (Supplementary Table S1).

View of FND as a diagnosis of exclusion

More than half (51.5%) of our respondents viewed FND as a diag-
nosis of exclusion (in contrast with the view that FND is recognizable
by specific, positive features). We assessed for correlations between
the view that FND is a diagnosis of exclusion and features of
individual HCPs—demographic factors (site, type and duration of
practice), prior negative experienceswithpatientswhohadFND, and
self-assessed reasons for not coding for FND. The preference to
complete diagnostic workup before coding for underlying diseases
was positively correlated with the view that FND is a diagnosis of
exclusion (odds ratio [OR] = 3.3, z = 4.25, p < 2.1 � 10�5), as was
working in private practice (OR2.0, z= 2.67, p< 7.6� 10�3). Factors
that had no significant correlation with this view included duration
of practice, type of practice (general vs subspecialty), and a prior
negative experience with FND.

Self-identified reasons neurologists do not utilize
FND-related diagnostic codes

Survey respondents were asked to consider a prior patient with
suspected FND for whom the HCP did not utilize FND-related
diagnosis codes. Respondents were then provided with potential
reasons for not coding and asked to select all that were important
reason for them (Figure 2). Respondents then ranked their
reasons for nonutilization of FND codes by importance. The
three most common reasons for noncoding were concern that
the FND diagnosis was incorrect (29.6%), preferring to code for
symptoms, not underlying diagnoses, until all diagnostic work-up
was complete (28.0%), and difficulty finding the correct FND-
related diagnosis code (21.1%). These responses comprised 78.7%
of all reasons for noncoding. As respondents were encouraged to
select all relevant factors, the number of selected factors is greater
than the number of survey participants (N = 496).

We also asked survey participants to rank their responses by the
degree of influence each factor had on their decision to not utilize
FND-related diagnostic codes. Not all respondents selected factors
(some replied that they always utilized these codes, and thus no
factor influenced them negatively), and therefore the number of
primary factor responses was smaller than the number of respon-
dents (N = 349, Figure 2). Among factors identified as the primary
reason for noncoding of FND disorders, the two least-frequent
factors combined comprised <10% of respondents: potential
stigma against patients from other healthcare providers (6.0%),
and potential negative feedback for HCPs (3.7%). We therefore
focused subsequent multivariate comparisons on the three factors
that were most frequently identified as reasons for not utilizing
FND-related codes: the practice style of only billing for symptoms

instead of underlying etiologies until diagnostic testing is complete
(34.7% of respondents); concern about coding for a diagnosis that
later proved to be incorrect (31.5%); and insufficient knowledge of
FND codes and their reimbursement status (24.1%). It is notable
that only 3.7%of respondents cited negative personal consequences
as an influence on their code selection, while 39.1% of respondents
stated that they had suffered a negative consequence as a result of
making an FND diagnosis. A review of the free-text accounts of
those negative consequences (Supplementary Table S1), which
detailed job losses, formal censure from their hospital, threatened
lawsuits, reduced patient volume as a result of negative online
reviews, and intense anger from patients and families, suggests that
neurologists may underestimate the impact of these negative expe-
riences on their manner of practice.

Familiarity with the disorders in our survey

In response to our clinical scenarios, respondents had the option to
report that they had never seen that disorder. All 460 respondents
reporting having previously seen both seizures and non-epileptic
seizures. A small number of respondents had never seen other

Figure 2. Self-identified reasons for not utilizing functional neurological disorders
(FND)-related diagnosis codes. Neurologists were asked to recall a patient with
suspected FND for which they did not utilize FND-related diagnosis codes. Respon-
dents were asked to select all applicable reasons for not coding (could select none or
multiple reasons, upper panel), and to also select the primary (most-important, lower
panel) reason for not utilizing FND-related diagnostic codes. Potential responses
included the concern for nonpayment (insurance denial); concern that patient would
be stigmatized by other healthcare providers; concern for the FND diagnosis being
incorrect; difficulty finding the correct FND-related billing code; the practice style of
only coding for symptoms, not underlying causes, until diagnostic testing is complete;
and concern about negative feedback from patient (including retaliation, bad reviews,
or litigation).
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surveyed disorders: pseudotumor cerebri, 2.2%; Guillain-Barre
syndrome, 3.0%; and astasia-abasia, 5.9%. For subsequent analyses,
we wished to compare factors that influenced decision-making
among the clinical scenarios, so considered data only from the
417 individuals who reported having seen all surveyed disorders.

Diagnostic thresholds in organic vs functional disorders

Every diagnostic scenario must reach a threshold of plausibility
before HCPs move from a potential to a pragmatic and actionable
diagnosis. We considered that threshold to be the point at which
the common clinical presentations of the highest-probability dis-
order are distinguished from the common clinical presentations of
other potential diagnoses. Beyond that margin, additional data
might change the diagnosis only if presentations are uncommon.
For example, a clinical event that has no electrographic correlate on
a high-quality EEG is likely non-epileptic. The probability of a
small or deep epileptic focus whose dipole is insufficient to be
detected by surface EEG22 is nonzero, but is not typically sufficient
to necessitate performing more invasive testing, such as PET
(positron emission tomography), SPECT (single-photon emission
computerized tomography), or intracranial EEG electrodes. We
wished to determine if neurologists had differing thresholds of
completion for common organic and functional disorders.

When presented with a range of clinical scenarios for which
diagnostic testing was incomplete (Figure 3), HCPs employed a
more lenient diagnostic threshold for organic disorders than for
FND. Considering the three organic disorder scenarios we pre-
sented, 81.0% of respondents were willing to code for organic
disorders when the workup was explicitly incomplete. For
non-epileptic seizure awaiting confirmatory EEG, only 57.3% were
willing to utilize FND-specific codes (t = 9.68, p < 3.95 � 10�20).
HCPs who identified a general practice style of waiting to code for
specific diagnoses until all testing is complete were accurate in their
self-assessments—these HCPs were 8.1% to 28.9% less likely to
code across the full range of disorders, both organic and functional,
than HCPs who did not identify that practice preference. However,
these two groups did not differ (23.7 vs 26.4%, p < .67) in their
differential probability of coding for organic and functional disor-
ders. That is, all HCPs expressed this higher bar for FND-related
disorders, not solely those HCPs who prefer to complete all testing
before utilizing diagnosis-specific codes. Lower rates of coding for
FND-related disorders therefore cannot be explained by a prefer-
ence for coding only when the diagnostic workup is complete.
Considering individualHCP factors that correlatedwith this higher
diagnostic threshold for FND, the belief that FND is a diagnosis of
exclusion was the sole factor that predicted HCPs’ lower utilization
of FND-related codes (F = 25.1, p < 7.9 � 10�7).

Trust in the physical exam and probability of coding for FND

Many HCPs reported a hesitancy to code for FND-related disor-
ders out of concern for making an incorrect diagnosis. 31.1% of
survey respondents described this concern as the primary or sec-
ondmost important factor leading them to not utilize FND-related
codes, the highest frequency response among top two factors.
Diagnostic confidence rests in part on supportive physical exam
findings, so we assessed whether physical exam findings are
weighted differently in organic and functional disorders, and
whether underweighting of physical exam findings contributes to
undercoding of FND-related disorders.

Our Guillain–Barre syndrome and astasia-abasia scenarios pre-
sented identical categories of information (supportive histories and
physical exam findings but no additional dispositive diagnostic
testing). However, the physical examination in astasia-abasia is
specific and diagnostic,23 while rapidly progressive ascending
paralysis is suggestive but not diagnostic of Guillain–Barre syn-
drome. This asymmetry of information conveyed through the
physical exam suggests that HCPs presented with these two sce-
narios should have coded for astasia-abasia more frequently than
for Guillain–Barre. Indeed, our respondents were 16.5% more
likely to code for astasia-abasia than for Guillain–Barre (75.1% vs
58.5%, respectively). However, when we divided the cohort by
concern for misdiagnosis (respondents who ranked this factor
highest, N = 103, vs all other respondents) a different pattern
emerged. Those respondents concerned by potential misdiagnosis
were bothmore likely to code for Guillain–Barre syndrome and less
likely to code for astasia-abasia, reducing the differential utilization
between organic and functional disorders to 4.9%. In contrast,
HCPs less concerned with misdiagnosis coded for astasia-abasia
20.4%more often thanGuillain–Barre (F= 7.1, p < 8.2� 10�3). For
disorders in which the primary source of information was clinical
assessment, concern that FND was a misdiagnosis led neurologists
to undervalue the physical examination by 3.3-fold.

Business of medicine knowledge as a barrier
to diagnostic coding

Two independent reasons for not utilizing FND-related codes can
be broadly seen as reflections of a respondent’s knowledge of the
business of medicine, at least as pertains to FND. Neurologists
cited a fear of nonreimbursement as the primary reason for not
coding for FND in 9.7% of cases. As noted above, this belief is
false.24 A similar percentage (11.5%) of respondents had difficulty
finding the appropriate FND-related diagnosis codes. These rea-
sons for nonutilization do not have a clear link to a particular type
of clinical scenario, so we instead investigated the demographic
and practice variables associated with these knowledge gaps.

Figure 3. Types of information provided in the clinical scenarios surveyed. Each of the six clinical scenarios we surveyed included a range of diagnostic information, allowing us to
assess decision-making under varying levels of clinical surety. Comparison of scenarios with identical types of information (eg, epileptic seizure and non-epileptic seizure, bothwith
supportive history but without electroencephalography [EEG] characterization) allowed us to identify factors associated with differential diagnostic coding between these
scenarios.
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Longer duration of clinical practice was the only associated factor:
HCPs who completed training 10 to 25 years (OR: 3.8;
p < 5.3 � 10�3) or >25 years (OR: 3.3; p < 0.015, NS) prior were
threefoldmore likely than recently trained respondents to identify
these educational deficits as their most important reason for not
coding for FND.

Coding for seizures and non-epileptic seizures

In our national survey, we described two clinical scenarios with
identical history, physical examination, diagnostic testing, and
remaining workup: seizures and non-epileptic seizures. Neurol-
ogists reported coding for seizures 72.2% more often than for
non-epileptic seizures (89.2% vs 51.8%). When the events con-
cerning for non-epileptic seizures were captured on EEG, self-
reported rates of FND-related coding rose to 94.5%. This latter
scenario might be considered the gold standard for diagnosing
FND, so we assessed what factors were shared among the
23 respondents who would not code for EEG-confirmed
non-epileptic seizures. No demographic, experiential, or behav-
ioral factor was a significant predictor of noncoding in this
scenario. We performed a post hoc analysis that included all
self-reported reasons for noncoding, rather than assessing only
the primary factor. The only significant reason why neurologists
did not utilize FND-related diagnosis codes for EEG-confirmed
non-epileptic seizures was difficulty finding the correct code
(OR 4.4, p < 1.0 � 10�3).

Negative consequences after making an FND diagnosis

Survey respondents were provided a free-text option to report
any negative consequences they experienced after making an
FND-related diagnosis (Supplementary Table S1). Most nega-
tive consequences fell into discrete categories, although many
neurologists included more than one type of consequence in
their response. Therefore, the total number of consequences
reported exceeded the number of responses. Anger from the
patient and/or family and resistance of the diagnosis was
reported by 60.8% of respondents (Figure 4). Specific examples
included parents yelling at the physician, becoming “irate,” and
yielding “highly contentious” conversations. Situations that

were personally or professionally damaging were described by
31.2% of respondents. These included formal complaints to
hospital and university leadership, negative reviews on social
media and physician rating websites, and threats to sue the
physician. Note that these complaints occurred in spite of the
fact that the FND diagnosis was correct, as reported by these
neurologists. One physician reported that parents angry after
an FND diagnosis “drove me out of a job that I was happy with
due to bad patient reviews.” One parent reported to “the
hospital CEO [this neurologist] was unfit to practice medicine”
after the physician diagnosed FND in his child. Another phy-
sician reported that negative patient reviews following an FND
diagnosis “exacerbates burnout; increasing likelihood I will not
keep practicing.”

Many patients with FND severed the clinical relationship with
their neurologist after hearing an FND diagnosis (19.0% of respon-
dents), although we suspect that this number is an undercount
given the frequency with which anger and negative reviews were
cited. Some physicians (12.7%) experienced a negative conse-
quence but described ways that system-level failures contributed
to this poor outcome. Common responses included the recognition
that patients with FND require more time than other patients with
neurological diseases, and the dearth of psychiatric support for
most neurology practices. One physician stated, “A patient was
given diagnosis … without psychiatric support and the patient
suicided.” Finally, some physicians expressed regret at either mak-
ing an incorrect FND diagnosis or fearing that they would make a
diagnostic error (10.1% of respondents). Some level of diagnostic
error is inevitable in clinical practice, of course, but several physi-
cians reported regret about the “one time” they had misdiagnosed
FND in decades of clinical practice. Although these are limited
anecdotes, they suggest that physicians feel a greater burden when
they misdiagnose FND than when they misdiagnose other neuro-
logical disorders.

Comparison of chart review and survey data

We compared the survey responses of our 26 local pediatric neu-
rology faculty with those of all other respondents. No demographic,
behavioral, experiential, belief, or coding practice was significantly
different between local and all other HCPs. Only one factor would
have been significant, but for multiple comparisons correction
(p < 0.047, not meeting our Bonferroni-corrected significance
threshold): local neurologists were less likely to hold the view that
FND is a diagnosis of exclusion (OR 0.35, 95% CI 0.13–0.99).
Therefore, we concluded that the results of the chart review limb
of our project are generalizable to the larger pool of 460 respon-
dents.

In our 26 local respondents (each of which had both survey and
chart review data), we compared the estimates of coding behavior
(survey) with those respondents’ actual coding decisions. As our
survey was anonymous, respondents were compared at the group
level. In the clinical scenario of suspected non-epileptic seizure
with spells captured on confirmatory EEG, 96.2% of neurologists
predicted that they would utilize an FND-related code. In prac-
tice, only 36.7% of EEG-confirmed non-epileptic seizures were
coded as such. In the survey scenario of suspected non-epileptic
seizure when EEG had not yet captured an episode, 57.7% of local
HCPs stated that they would apply FND-related diagnostic codes.
In practice, these same HCPs coded for FND in zero of 12 con-
sultations. For FNDmanifestations that did not resemble seizure,

Figure 4. Negative consequences after making a functional neurological disorders
(FND) diagnosis. Physicians who responded that they had suffered negative conse-
quences after making an FND diagnosis were invited to give examples of their
experiences. These responses largely fell into a few categories, though some responses
fit multiple categories of consequences.
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neurologists coded at a rate less than half that utilized for non-
epileptic seizures—of the 15 FND consultations for other mani-
festations, only two utilized FND-related ICD codes (13.3%). It is
notable that our survey scenarios were presented as “suspected”
diagnoses—likely, but not yet certain—but the majority of HCPs
estimated they would code for FND in each of our clinical sce-
narios. In contrast, in each of the reviewed consultations the
physician had already recorded an FND diagnosis—but rates of
coding for FND fell by >50% relative to physicians’ predictions of
their own behavior.

Discussion

We have demonstrated that pediatric neurologists who made an
affirmative diagnosis of FND failed to code for it themajority of the
time (77.2% of diagnoses), even when that diagnosis had been
confirmed with independent testing. Neurologists applied FND-
related diagnosis codes in an uneven distribution among FND
manifestations, with NES garnering an FND-related ICD-10 code
at double the rate utilized for other forms of FND (26.2% vs 13.3%).
Many neurologists held the view that only psychiatrists can be
reimbursed for FND-related care. In our health system, zero of
141 clinical encounters by non-psychiatrists were denied payment
as a result of coding for FND. Survey data from our own institution
were highly similar to those of pediatric neurologists from across
the United States, suggesting that the coding discrepancies we
identified in our institution are likely to be found nationwide.
Given the centrality of the neurological exam tomaking an accurate
FND diagnosis, and the fact that education regarding FND varies
widely among and within clinical specialties,11,25 we think it plau-
sible that non-neurologists code for FND even less frequently than
the low rates we identified. ICD-10 codes are the entry point for
many types of investigation in FND, including epidemiologic,
economic, and prognostic assessments.26,27 Our findings suggest
that prior researchmaymarkedly underestimate the true frequency
and cost of FND, an undercount predicted by Stephen et al,2 which
skews our understanding of the natural history and impact of FND.
If our nationwide sample of 460 neurologists accurately represents
the opinions and practice patterns implemented in the care of

children and adults with FND, total US healthcare expenditures
for FND likely exceed $5.3 billion per year.2 FND is a common,
debilitating, and very expensive neurological disease. Improving
care for children and adults with FND will likely require both
fundamental research in the neurophysiology of functional symp-
toms and pragmatic research to improve clinical care delivery.

The primary motivation for this study was to identify reasons
why HCPs who recognize FND do not explicitly communicate the
diagnosis to their patients (Figure 5), a phenomenon we have
observed in neurologists and non-neurologists. We found the same
phenomenon in coding: when neurologists diagnosed FND but did
not code for it, they selected ICD-10 codes that were less precise.
We can imagine scenarios in which a sense of (misinformed)
beneficence would drive a reduction in diagnostic coding without
negatively affecting HCP-patient communication (eg, concern
regarding stigma from other HCPs, or nonreimbursement). Such
scenarios are unusual; 6.0% and 10.9% of our survey respondents,
respectively, noted these as their top reasons for noncoding. For the
majority of neurologists (69.9%), however, the primary factors that
influenced noncoding are also plausible drivers of noncommunica-
tion: fear of making an incorrect diagnosis, mistrust of their phys-
ical exam, holding FND to a higher diagnostic threshold than other
neurological disorders, and avoidance of difficult conversations
and/or negative ratings.

One-third of our respondents reported that fear ofmisdiagnosing
FND was their primary or second most important reason for not
coding for it. The actual rate of misdiagnosis in FND is approxi-
mately 4%,28 similar to the rate ofmisdiagnosis in other neurological
disorders. In clinical scenarios that depended solely onphysical exam
findings for diagnosis, concern for misdiagnosis drove noncoding
higher, by 3.3-fold. More than half of neurologists (51.5%) endorsed
the view that FND is a diagnosis of exclusion, and this factor was the
strongest predictor that a neurologist would employ a higher diag-
nostic threshold for FND than for other neurological disorders. This
outdated framing of FNDpersists amongmany neurologists, despite
the fact that Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
fifth edition (DSM-5) eliminated the requirement that HCPs
“exclude” other disorders in 2013. Neurologists frequently reported
having had personal negative consequences after making an FND

Figure 5. Factors associated with noncoding for functional neurological disorders (FND), and educational aims to counteract them. We assessed factors that were the primary
drivers of noncoding when a neurologist diagnosed FND and identified specific educational interventions that may positively influence coding behaviors. We hypothesize that
factors negatively associated with coding behaviors will also negatively influence clinician–patient communication in FND.
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diagnosis (39.1%), and their descriptions of these negative experi-
ences (Supplementary Table S1 and Figure 4) suggest that many
HCPs altered their interaction with FND patients as a result. One
such HCP reported, “I think it has altered my practice in that I
honestly try a little less hard to connect with the PNES patients and
help them. I spent hours over several visits with this particular
patient… Now I just give them a diagnosis but I am much less
involved in follow up.”

This study has several important limitations. First, we assessed
only pediatric neurologists, and their training or practice environ-
ments might lead them to code differently than neurologists who
exclusively treat adults. However, pediatric neurologists in the
United States spend one-third of their residency training embed-
ded with adult neurologists. Pediatric neurologists in private prac-
tice commonly share on-call responsibilities for adult patients, and
pediatric neurologists in U.S.-based academic practices are often
embedded within or affiliated with adult Neurology departments.
We were unable to identify any factor that would lead a pediatric
neurologist to communicate less effectively, or to treat patients with
FND with less professionalism, than their colleagues in adult
neurology. Second, the study was not designed to study HCP–
patient communication directly, and we thus cannot establish
which of the factors that negatively influence coding behaviors also
contribute to lower-quality communication, delayed diagnosis, and
poor prognosis in FND. Third, since each insurance carrier pro-
duces a unique payment policy, it is possible that some companies
might refuse payment for FND-related care. However, our findings
concur with those of Mark et al, who found that non-psychiatry
HCPs were reliably reimbursed for visits that utilizedmental health
codes, and in fact, non-psychiatry HCPs were reimbursed at higher
rates than psychiatrists for in-network services.24 Finally, we iden-
tified a bias in reporting by neurologists that led some forms of
FND to be relatively overrepresented (non-epileptic seizures vs. all
other forms). Readers should therefore recognize that our obser-
vations may generalize less-well to forms of FND that are under-
represented in this dataset.

In spite of these limitations, this study identified knowledge
gaps and practice patterns that are a reasonable starting point for
targeted educational interventions. For some drivers of noncoding,
it may be sufficient to dispel single clinical myths. For example,
there is no evidence that insurers refuse payment for FND-related
care. Our findings support the clinical best practice that HCPs
should code for the diagnoses they think most relevant to patient
care, independent of payment policies. Likewise, an FND diagnosis
must rest on positive diagnostic symptoms and signs.29,30 Since
2013, when FND was defined as a new entity in DSM-5, clinicians
have been free to utilize their physical exam skills and clinical
expertise to diagnose the disorder; FNDhas never been a “diagnosis
of exclusion.” This change in perspective—framing FND as a
positive diagnosis rather than the final disorder remaining after
eliminating all other possibilities—is transformative for the clini-
cian–patient interaction and has been adopted by modern research
in FND mechanisms, epidemiology, and treatment.31-36

Boosting confidence in a provider’s clinical skillset may
improve their ability to communicate an FND diagnosis. Specific
training in neurological exam findings with high specificity for
FND,23,37,38 and facility with dispositive maneuvers in cases of
suspected FND,39 have the potential to increase the accuracy of
and confidence in FND diagnoses. Likewise, incorporating lon-
gitudinal observation into the diagnostic conversation—for
example, “This physical exam feature makes me confident that
you have FND. But I owe it to you to keep checking.”—allows the

clinician to build certainty and mutual understanding over time.
Indeed, establishing a professional relationship with one’s patient
is associated with less disability and increased confidence by
clinicians11—which runs counter to a culture in which neurolo-
gists diagnose FND but do not follow patients over time. Given
the therapeutic value of educating a patient using those FND-
specific exam findings during the clinical assessment,36 ensuring
that clinical training (and continuing education curricula for
established practitioners) includes training in neurologic exam
skills that aid the diagnosis of FND may shorten the diagnostic
odyssey and speed recovery in FND.

Improving outcome in FND may require cultural shifts in the
way that individual providers, and health systems, are oriented
toward patients with this disorder. As noted by Kozlowska et al,40

HCPs caring for patients with FND have absorbed many clinical
lessons that can undermine the clinical relationship. Improving the
prognosis for FND will likely require that providers assess, at the
individual and group levels, where care delivery falls short and
where biases against this group of patients contribute to poor
outcomes. However, it may be difficult for HCPs to assess the
impact of these factors on their clinical decisions: neurologists
markedly overestimated their willingness to code for functional
disorders, even for the “gold standard” for diagnosing FND, NES
with events characterized by contemporaneous EEG (self-estimate:
96.2% and actual performance: 36.7%). One starting point is the
recognition that patients with FND suffer substantial stigma.15,16,41

Stigma against specific diagnoses and demographic groups is asso-
ciated with substantial negative health consequences for both
patients42,43 and their caregivers,44 suggesting that efforts to reduce
the stigmatization of FND will improve health outcomes.

It is important to recognize that clinicians are also harmed by
the current culture surrounding FND. Neurologists related prior
negative experiences with FND that were professionally damaging
and emotionally bruising, including scenarios that led them to alter
their future treatment of all patients with FND (Supplementary
Table S1 and Figure 4). This is not the fault of a few angry patients
—a system that reliably produces difficult encounters is a system
designed to produce difficult encounters. Clinical visits are gener-
ally not designed to meet the complex needs of FND patients,
leaving HCPs, patients and families to fill any gaps. Proactively
addressing these difficult clinical scenarios with FND-specific
training, additional evaluation time, and ancillary support (eg,
patient and family counseling, social work, workplace, and/or
educational advocates) has the potential to improve the lives of
clinicians, as well as speeding recovery and reducing healthcare
expenditures for patients with FND.

Conclusions

Our study demonstrates that many neurologists utilize higher
diagnostic thresholds, and express greater concern for making an
error, for those suffering with FND relative to patients with other
neurological disorders. Whether as a result of out-of-date medical
knowledge regarding functional disorders, the absence of training
opportunities to hone examination and discussion skills specific to
functional symptoms, or reticence arising from difficult prior
encounters, it is essential to acknowledge that we treat patients
with FND differently than we treat patients with other brain-based
symptoms. Clinicians spend years developing the ability to forge
effective therapeutic relationships; we speculate that the knowledge
gaps, cognitive biases, and personal discomfort described here may
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disrupt this hard-fought skill. Future research on the impact of
clinician mindset on the therapeutic relationship will be necessary
to optimize care for children and adults with FND.We propose that
improved FND-specific education, proactive efforts to reduce
stigma against FND, and future research to understand why neu-
rologists practice differently with FND than with other neurolog-
ical disorders, will improve clinician–patient communication and
healthcare outcomes in FND.
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